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SOLVING THE MATRIX EQUATION ,=,fp(A)Xgp(B)- C *

HARALD WIMMERf AND ALLEN D. ZIEBUR{

Abstract. The equation of the title is attacked via Taylor’s formula for matrix functions. This
approach contrasts with that of Lancaster [1], who used methods of contour integration suggested by
functional analysis. The paper is designed as a supplement to his, being organized around a number of
generalizations of his theorems. Solutions of the target equation are expressed in terms of component
matrices of A and B and in terms of contour integrals.

1. Introduction. Suppose A is an m m matrix of complex numbers, B is an
n n matrix and Cisanm n matrix. Let {fo} and {go} be sets ofr functions, the
members of the first set being analytic in a neighborhood of the characteristic
values {2} ofA and the members ofthe second set being analytic in a neighborhood
of the characteristic values {/t} of B. We wish to solve the linear matrix equation

(1) L[X]" fo(A)Xgo(B C
0=1

for an m x n matrix X. This problem is an old one, and the literature on the special
case

(2) AX + XB C

is already huge.
Lancaster Ill has collected and extended much of what is known about the

solution of these equations. His unifying tool is a lemma of Krein’s involving
contour integrals. Our approach is still more elementary, being based on the rule
for differentiating a product. Nevertheless, we are able to obtain new results, as
well as to find simpler proofs of old ones. Because our main theorems extend a
number of Lancaster’s results concerning (2) to the more general equation (1),
this paper can be considered as an addendum to his.

If it were not for dimensional difficulties, the failure of matrix multiplication
to be commutative, and possible singularity, one might think of solving (1) by
writing it as o=1 fo(A)go(B)X C, from which it would follow that X
[o= fo(A)go(B)] C. In essence, the following arguments avoid the dimensionality
and commutativity problems by using Taylor’s formula for matrix functions,
which allows us to deal with the scalars {=1 fo(2)go(lat)} rather than matrices.

The singularity issue is disposed of by disregarding certain "singular" pairs
(2,/t) of characteristic values.

2. The basic theorems. We first express A and B in the normal forms (see
for details of the notation)

A (2I +M)P and B=
a=l fl=l
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Here, we are supposing that A has a distinct characteristic value, that {P} and {Mt
are sets of projection and nilpotent matrices such that

PP, rS,P, P I, PM, M,P rS,M, and M 0.

Similar remarks apply, of course, to the projection matrices {Qe} and the nilpotent
matrices {N} associated with B. We suppose that N 0. Let us write (u, v)=, L(u)g(v) and set 0(u, v) 1/(u, v).

All the results of this paper are based on the following simple lemma.
LEMMA 1. Let (, fl) be a pair of indices such that (2, ) O, let S be an

m n matrix, and write

m n(3) (s )MPSQN
=0 6=0

(by ,a(u, v), we mean (8+a/SuSva)(u, v)). Then

(4) 6[(s, , )] pSQ.

Proof. The proof is simply a matter of verification. We substitute

and

//’=1 6’=0

in the left-hand side of (4) and use the equations PP, 8,P and
to obtain the equation

[mlml,fp
p=l L’=o =0

.nln16,=O
=0 ’’’1 ga"()N’+a]e".

,= =o( )

Pamln11 8+"

.= [ =o .=o [ 3[(u)O(u, v)go(O](.,=(x,.MSN

m- np- 1 8 +"

=0 =
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In the preceding chain of calculations we used the Leibniz rule for differentiating a
product and also (in the last line) the fact that q(u, v)O(u, v) 1.

Let denote the set of all possible pairs (e, fl) of indices; that is,

= {(a, fl):a= 1,...,a, fl= 1,...,b}.

We are interested in pairs for which q(2,,/a) 4: 0, and in the remainder ofthis paper,
Y will denote a collection of such pairs. (Usually, but not always, one is interested
in the largest such collection.) We now define

R(S, dU) R(S, a, fl),

and we are ready to state our first theorem.
THEOREM 1. If X R(C, dV), then L[X] ,)w PCQ.
Proof. We simply replace S with C in (4) and sum over
A corollary gives us a sufficient condition for the existence of a solution of (1)

and a formula for it.
COROLLARY 1. U PaCQB 0br (a, fl) W (in particular, therefore, ifW ),

then X R(C, W) satisfies (1).
Proof We have only to observe that (,a)ePCQa C and that our hypo-

thesis implies that (,a)x PCQa (,a)e PCQe.
Simple as they are, Theorem 1 and its corollary generalize Lancaster’s

Theorem 7 and part of Theorem 8; the latter theorems and their proofs are res-
tricted to (2). The generalization of the remainder of Lancaster’s Theorem 8 to (1)
is obvious.

Because the operators L and R commute, our lemma (more precisely, its
extension as Theorem 1) also yields a necessary condition that must be satisfied by a
solution of (1).

THEOREM 2. U X is a solution of (1), then

(5)

Proof. We observe that

R(C, W) R(L[X], .) L[R(X, W)] PXQ,

the last equation being the statement of Theorem 1 with C replaced by X.
COROLLARY 2. U’ (2,) 0 for each pair (, fi) , then (1) has the unique

solution R(C, ).
Proof. Since we can take , , Corollary 1 says that R(C, ) is a solution.

On the other hand, (5) reduces to X R(C, ), so R(C, ) is the only solution.
It is easy to see that the converse of Corollary 2 is also true. Thus, suppose

that there is a pair (a, fl) of indices such that (2,) 0. Let V be an m n
matrix such that U aM PVQN O, where m and n are the largest integers
that produce nonzero powers ofM and N. Then a short calculation shows that U
is a nontrivial solution of the homogeneous equation L[X] 0, and so (1) does not
have a unique solution. The numbers {(2, )} are, of course, the characteristic
values of the linear operator L.
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We can simplify the expression for the basic matrix R(C, ,IV) by introducing
the formulas (see [2], for example)

and

Then

a=o .0,a(2, #e)NQ Q0,o(2, B)

Oo, (A,

R(C, dV) Z ,=o -. MPCQt),,o(2, B)

(6)
(’)

nl .Oo,a(A lt)PCQtN.
(a.#)eW 0

As an example, let us consider (2) in the case that it has a unique solution. Here,
(u, v) u + v, and we are supposing that this function does not vanish at any
pair (2, ). Then we can take ,/U . Since O,o(U, v) Oo,(u, v) (- 1)
r (u + v) --, (6) gives the following formulas for the unique solution of (2)"

m-I
R(C, (- + B)

a=l 7=0

nB-

Z +
B= a=o

These equations say the same thing as Lancaster’s equation (30).

3. Some integral formulas. There are a number of ways of using the Cauchy
integral theorem to find new expressions for R(C, ,N’); we choose an approach that
gives us a generalization of still another theorem of Lancaster. We will suppose that
F is a positively oriented simple closed curve in the complex plane such that (i) no
point 2 belongs to F and (ii) for each index fi, the zeros of qg(z,/a) are all interior to F
or all exterior to F. Furthermore, we shall assume that the functions j and gp are
entire and that qg(u, v)- O(u- 1) for large u. (These last assumptions are not very
restrictive. As far as (1) is concerned, we can assume that fp and go are polynomials,
and the hypothesis q(u, v)- O(u-1) amounts to assuming that (1) really does
contain A. It will be obvious that a parallel theory could be developed in which we
assume that (1) really does contain B.)

It is convenient to write IA and OA for the sets of indices such that 2 is inside
F and outside F, respectively. Similarly, In and On denote the sets of indices fl such
that the zeros of qg(z,/a) are inside F and outside F. This notation allows us to
state the following lemma.

LEMMA 2. Under the conditions listed above,

(7) -2 (zI A)- 1C(D(z B) -1 dz R(C, IA x OB) R(C, OA x IB).
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Proof. The proof is a relatively straightforward calculation. We have

fr (zI A)- 1CQg(Z B)- dz
2rci

=1 fl=l =0 6=0

and we consider four cases. If (,) Ia 0, then the Cauchy integral theorem
says that

2i

If (, fl) 0a 0, our integrand is analytic, so the integral is 0. In the other two
cases, we view F as a negatively oriented curve bounding its own exterior. This
view is permissible, since we are assuming that (u, v) O(u-); hence our inte-
grand is O(z -2) at infinity. Therefore, if(, ) OA X In, we use the Cauchy integral
theorem to see that

2i7 fv(z_ 2)_ l_ff0,(z’ pa)dz ffe,(2, a).

If (, fl) Ia IB, the integrand is analytic, and the integral is 0. When these
results are substituted in (8), we obtain (7).

We use Lemma 2 to reword Theorems 1 and 2. These new versions are stated
in terms of the projections

Pv= Z P and qv= Z qa.
IA

The first theorem is a generalization of Lancaster’s Theorem 6 (which applies to
equation (2)).

Tnzoz 3. U" X (1/2zi)v (zl A)- C(z, B)- dz, then LX] PvC
CQv.
Proof. We have, from (7)and Theorem 1,

Z eCQ Z eCQ

ec Q) eOCQ ec CQ.

The necessary condition expressed by Theorem 2 can also be put in integral
form.

THEORZM 4. If X is a solution of (1), then

(9) PrX XQr (zI A)- Cq)(z, B) -1 dz.

Proof. According to Theorem 2,

PXQB R(C,IA x OB) and PXQ--R(C, OA X I).
(a,fi)el 0t3 (,[)eO I
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Therefore, PrX XQr R(C, IA OB) R(C, 0A X Is), and a reference to (7)
finishes the proof.

We see, in particular, that if (1) has a unique solution, it is expressible as the
integral (1/2ri)r (zI A)- 1Cq(z, B)- dz, where F surrounds all the character-
istic values ofA and none ofthe singularities of q(z, B). The converse ofTheorem 4
is not true that is, a solution X of (9) need not satisfy the equation L[X] C. It
follows from Theorem 1, however, that we must have

or, equivalently,

PF(LEX] C) -(L[X] C)QF 0

(ZI A)- I(L[X] C)q(z, B) dz 0

for each such X.
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